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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following document can be exported from SAP Ariba
Buying and Invoicing?
There are 2 correct answers to this question
Response:
A. Receipts
B. Order conformation
C. Remittances
D. Purchase order
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You manage a sales database that uses the full recovery model.
You use the following backup schedule:
The date is April 15, 2018. A developer creates a transaction
named modificationtest and runs the transaction at 9:20 AM.
You determine that the change implemented by the transaction

must be undone. You immediately back up the database log to
L:\Logbackup\Sales\taillog.bak using the NORECOVERY and INIT
options. Then, you restore the full database backup from the
previous night using the NORECOVERY option.
You need to recover as much data as possible without recovering
the change implemented by the transaction.
How should you complete the Transact-SQL statement? To answer,
select the appropriate Transact-SQL segments in the answer
area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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Answer: A
Explanation:
Security in depth is the concept of creating additional layers
of security. The traditional approach of securing the IT
infrastructure is no longer enough. Today's threats are
multifaceted and often persistent, and traditional network
perimeter security controls cannot effectively mitigate them.
Organizations need to implement more effective, multi-level
security controls that are embedded with their electronic

assets. They need to protect key assets from both external and
internal threats. This security in depth approach is meant to
sustain attacks even when perimeter and traditional controls
have been breached.
In this question, using two firewalls to secure the DMZ from
both external and internal attacks is the best approach. Having
each firewall managed by a separate administrator will reduce
the chance of a configuration error being made on both
firewalls. The remote logging will enable incident
reconstruction.
Incorrect Answers:
B: Depending on the number of interfaces on the firewall, you
could protect from external and internal threats with a single
firewall although two firewalls is a better solution. However,
it is not practical to have separate interfaces on the same
firewall managed by different administrators. The firewall
rules work together in a hierarchy to determine what traffic is
allowed through each interface.
C: A SaaS based firewall can be used to protect cloud
resources. However, it is not the best solution for protecting
the network in this question.
D: A virtualized firewall could be used. However, multiple
instances of the same firewall should be identical. They should
not be configured separately by different administrators.
References:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/topics/entarch/oracle-wp-secu
rity-ref-arch-1918345.pdf
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Ansible:- uses SSH for remote device communication- uses YAML
for fundamental configuration elements Chef:- uses TCP port
10002 for configuration push jobs- uses Ruby for fundamental
configuration elements Puppet:- fundamental configuration
elements are stored in a manifest- uses TCP 8140 for
communication The focus of Ansible is to be streamlined and
fast, and to require no node agent installation.Thus, Ansible
performs all functions over SSH. Ansible is built on Python, in
contrast to the Ruby foundation of Puppet and Chef.TCP port
10002 is the command port. It may be configured in the Chef
Push Jobs configuration file .This port allows Chef Push Jobs
clients to communicate with the Chef Push Jobs server.Puppet is
an open-source configuration management solution, which is
built with Ruby and offers custom Domain Specific Language

(DSL) and Embedded Ruby (ERB) templates to create custom Puppet
language files, offering a declarative-paradigm programming
approach.A Puppet piece of code is called a manifest, and is a
file with .pp extension.
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